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The environment friendly calcium substituted magnesium ferrite with composition MgCaxFe2-xO4 (x = 0.00, 0.01, 0.03, 

0.05, 0.07) synthesized by the conventional solid – state reaction powdered samples are studied for structural, vibrational 

and spin characteristics for chemical sensor application. XRD patterns with Rietveld refinement reveal partial inverse spinel 

structure of the prepared samples with tentative cation occupancy. The rietveld refinement is performed to know the cation 

occupancy in the prepared samples which could be further helpful to exploit these ferrite materials for different 

technological applications. The intensity of  Fe3+-O stretching vibrational peaks arising from tetrahedral (1) and octahedral

(2) sites in IR transmittance spectra are composition and cation distribution sensitive. The presence of Ca2+/Mg2+/Fe2+ ions

is evidenced by the splitting of bands and shoulder peaks in IR transmittance spectra. The strong dipolar-dipolar interactions

encourage broad asymmetric EPR derivative signal of Fe3+ ions. The substitution of diamagnetic Ca2+ dopant ions in lattice

strengthens dipolar-dipolar interactions, broadens the resonance signal and higher g-values due to spin disorder (spin

frustration).

Keywords: Solid state reaction; Crystal structure; X - ray diffraction; Electron paramagnetic resonance 

1 Introduction 

Magnesium ferrite and its doped analogues have 

been explored for usage in various technological 

applications like hyperthermia treatment, catalyst and 

humidity sensor, information storage systems, 

microwave devices, magnetic recording media, green 

anode materials and electronics etc.
1–4

 due to its 

inherent high permeability, moderate permittivity, 

high resistivity and low eddy current loss properties
5,6

. 

These properties can be easily tailored as per 

application demand by optimizing the cation 

distribution of dopant ions at octahedral and 

tetrahedral sites of the spinel lattice. The cation 

distribution provides vital information in predicting 

the crystalline and electronic structural details of the 

ferrites under study and their effect on electrical, 

catalytic, optical and magnetic properties. The cation 

distribution in spinel lattice is till today an attractive 

and challenging problem for researchers though 

the work has been going on from about last five 

decades. 

The spinel unit cell of MFe2O4 general formula is 
face centered cubic lattice which consists of 64 
tetrahedral interstitial sites and 32 octahedral sites, out 
of which 8 tetrahedral and 16 octahedral sites are 
occupied by cations and belongs to Fd3 m (𝑂ℎ

7) space
group. The cations, and anions acquire (8a and 16d) 
and anions 32e positions respectively and oxygen 
parameter is designated by ‘u’ in oxide spinels

7
. The 

general structural formula of Mg doped ferrite is 
given as (Mg1-xFex)[MgxFe2-x]O4, where x represents 
the degree of inversion (defined as the fraction of (A) 
sites occupied by Fe

3+
 ions) and presents normal state, 

inverse state or mixed state when x=0, 1 and 0 < x < 1 
respectively as per the distribution of cations on (A) 
and [B] sites

8
. The overall properties of spinel ferrites 

pertain to the distribution of cations at [A] and [B] 
sites. The cation distribution studies of slowly cooled 
Mg – ferrite (i.e., from 1773 K to room temperature) 
reported

9
 the nearly inverse spinel lattice for x = 0.9 

composition, and also depends upon the selection of 
synthesis process

10
. 

The distribution of cations between octahedral and 

tetrahedral sites in the spinel structure helps in the 
——————— 
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optimization of desired physical, electrical and 

magnetic properties as per device requirement. The 

cation distribution in ferrites lattice depends upon the 

electronic configuration, valency and ionic radius of 

the dopant/co-dopant ions
11

 present at (A) and [B] 

sites. X-ray diffraction, Neutron diffraction, IR, EPR, 

NMR, Mossbauer analytical techniques have been 

used for the structure and paramagnetic properties 

characterization as well as cations distribution at non-

equivalent crystallographic positions. The extensive 

work on doping/substitution of spinel ferrites by 

magnetic and non – magnetic ions have been reported 

to optimize lattice parameters, electrical and magnetic 

properties 
6, 12–18

. The structural and magnetic 

characteristics of MgFe2O4 with non – magnetic ions 

substitution e.g. Zn
2+

 
6, 19

, Ca
2+

 
20 – 22

, Ti
4+

 
23

, Zr
4+

 
24

, 

Al
3+

 
9, 25

, Dy
3+

 
26, 27

 and Cr
3+

 
15

 were investigated by X 

– ray diffraction (XRD) and magnetic measurement 

techniques.  

Chhaya et al
21

 studied the dopant ions substitution 

limit, structural, bulk magnetic and electrical 

properties of Ca
2+

 substituted magnesium ferrite and 

found that a maximum of 23% of Ca
2+

 can be 

accommodated for Mg
2+

. The cation distribution is 

explored from the XRD intensity analysis for the 

separated fcc spinel phase by the comparison of 

calculated while, the observed XRD intensity revealed 

the substitution limit and the percentage of fcc phase 

formation. Nanocrystalline Mg – ferrite powders have 

been prepared by high energy ball milling having 

stoichiometric mixture of MgO and α-Fe2O3 powders
8.
 

Analysis of 9 hour ball – milled nanocrystalline Mg – 

ferrite samples by Rietveld’s method showed the 

presence of mixed and nearly inverse spinel as major 

and minor phases, respectively, along with 3 wt% of 

unreacted α-Fe2O3. The distribution of cations at (A) 

and [B] sites in mixed spinel matrix varies 

continuously, while occupancy of Fe
3+

 ions at (A) site 

(inverse spinel) increases with increasing annealing 

temperature. The quantitative analysis of the XRD 

data evaluated on the basis of Rietveld structure 

refinement method yields detailed insight about the 

structure and microstructure of synthesized nanoscale 

NiAlxFe2-xO4 ferrite
17

. The cation distribution data of 

this work suggests Al
3+

 ions preferentially substitute 

at octahedral [B] site and Ni
2+

 ions migrate to 

tetrahedral site.  

Waldron
28

 reported IR transmittance studies of 

several ferrites and assigned  Fe
3+

-O stretching 

vibrations at tetrahedral and octahedral sites. 

Srivastava and Srinivasan
29

 investigated IR spectra of 

MFe2O4 (M = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu and Zn) ferrites at 

room temperature in 1000-200 cm
-1

 range. The 

researchers have also reported the work on IR studies 

of various ferrites doped with non-magnetic metal 

ions e.g. Zn
2+ 30

, Cd
2+ 31

, Li
+ 32

, Ti
4+ 33

. EPR studies 

were reported on cobalt substituted Nickel ferrite
34

, 

cadmium
35

 and praseodymium
36

 substituted 

magnesium ferrites. The considerable work has been 

going on the variations in physical properties in non- 

magnetic ions substituted pure and mixed ferrites
37

.  

The substitution of magnetic and non – magnetic 

ions affect the overall properties of ferrites due to 

their accommodation ability and distribution at 

tetrahedral (A) and octahedral [B] sites. In the present 

work, MgCaxFe2-xO4 (where x = 0.00, 0.01, 0.03, 

0.05, 0.07) powdered samples were prepared by solid 

state reaction technique. The ionic radii of Mg
2+

, Ca
2+

, 

and Fe
3+

 cations are 0.66 Å, 0.99 Å and 0.64 Å 

respectively. These studies are quite interesting due to 

the substitution of larger Ca
2+

 ions at Fe
3+

 site in 

MgFe2O4. Earlier, we reported the synthesis, 

structural and magnetic characteristics of Ca doped 

magnesium ferrite
22

. X-ray diffraction patterns 

confirm the formation of cubic spinel structure. The 

lattice parameter increases up to x ≤ 0.03 and then 

decreases for x > 0.03. EDAX data confirm the 

desired elemental stoichiometry composition of the 

prepared samples and discussed the decrease in grain 

size with increase in Ca
2+

 content. The magnetic 

characteristic exhibits the soft ferromagnetic nature of 

the as prepared samples. The magnetization increases 

for small Ca concentration i.e, x ≤ 0.05, and then 

decreases on further increasing Ca concentration; that 

is, x > 0.05. Pure Mg – ferrite has the highest curie 

temperature and reduces on increasing Ca
2+

 ions 

concentration
22

. Ca
2+

 ions prefer acquiring tetrahedral 

sites of the spinel lattice
21, 38

. Till date, to the best of 

our knowledge, the detailed investigations on IR and 

electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) studies of 

Ca
2+

 doped magnesium ferrite are not reported so far. 

The main aim of this research is to perform Rietveld 

refinement for structural analysis, FTIR and EPR 

studies of Ca
2+

 ions doped MgFe2O4, to infer the 

cations distribution in crystallographic sub-lattices at 

octahedral and tetrahedral sites. These studies reflect 

dopant/substituent and the synthesis parameters 

sensitive spinel ferrites properties and helps in using 

them as sensing electrode in chemical sensor 

application in near future.  
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2 Materials and Methods 
 

2.1 Materials preparation 

The polycrystalline calcium substituted magnesium 

ferrite having the compositional formulae MgCaxFe2-xO4 

(where x = 0.00, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07) were prepared 

using the conventional solid-state reaction method. 

High purity analytical grade MgO, Fe2O3, CaO were 

used in stoichiometric proportion by weight. The 

solid-state reaction was carried out in muffle furnace 

maintained at 800 C for 2 hours with a heating rate 

of 2 C/min for the initial chemical reaction between 

the starting materials. The pre-sintered mixture was 

ground to fine powder and pressed into the 

circular/rectangular shaped pellets by using hydraulic 

press under a pressure of 120 kg/cm
2
 to obtain a high 

degree of compaction. In the final sintering  

process, the samples were placed in a furnace  

heated upto 1200 C with a heating rate of 4 C/min, 

kept for 2 hours, cooled to 900 C at the rate of  

7.5 C/min and then cooled to room temperature. 

After sintering, the pellets were polished to remove 

the surface layers by ensuring that the measured 

properties are of the bulk sample and not the surface 

layers
22

.  
 

2.2  Characterization 

Infrared transmission spectra were recorded on 

Perkin Elmer’s IR spectrometer (Model No. 70768) 

using sample in KBr pellet form in 4000 – 400 cm
-1 

region at ambient temperature. Electron paramagnetic 

resonance spectra were recorded on Bruker Biospin 

A300 X-band EPR spectrometer. DPPH (1,1-diphenyl 

2–picryl hydrazyl) was used as a standard field 

marker for g – value and spin concentration 

calculations. These spectra were recorded in magnetic 

field 4000 + 4000 G range at 9.26 GHz microwave 

frequency, 23 db microwave power and 100 kHz 

modulation frequency. 
 

3. Results and Discussion 
 

3.1  Structural Characterization 

XRD studies of MgCaxFe2-xO4 (where x = 0.00, 

0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07) samples confirm the formation 

of polycrystalline cubic spinel phase
22

. A typical peak 

at 37 (222) is observed in all compositions pertaining 

to MgO (JCPDS Card No: 78-0430). All XRD 

patterns were analyzed using the computer program 

FullProf 2K (version 4.30 – Apr 2008 – ILL JRC) in 

the Rietveld method for structure refinement. The 

peaks shape in the experimental diffraction patterns 

was described by an asymmetric pseudo – Voigt (pV) 

function. The background of each pattern was fitted 

by a polynomial function of degree 5. Program 

refinement was performed with the Fd3 m space 

group, origin at 3 m, O
2-

 in 32e, A – site in 8b and B – 

site in 16c. The quality of Rietveld fitting was tested 

by using the reliability R – factors: expected Rexp., 

Bragg RBragg, profile RP and weighted profile RWP 

(weighted difference between measured and 

calculated values) should be less than 10% as well as 

the goodness of fit (GOF = RWP/ Rexp.) must be near  

to one. 

The Rietveld refinement performed on X – ray 

diffraction patterns of all the compositions at room 

temperature are shown in Fig. 1(a) – (e). The graphs 

contain experimental and calculated data along with 

the difference between the two. The data was 

processed on the FullProf program for structure 

refinement and continued till convergence reached at 

the value of the quality factor i.e. GoF close to 1 

(varies between 1.0 to 1.6), for the confirmation of 

goodness of refinement. The values of discrepancy 

factor and expected values with goodness of fit index 

are listed in Table 1(a). The cation distribution was 

derived from FullProf program
39

. MgFe2O4 is 

basically a partially inverse spinel ferrite
22, 40

 and 

considered as collinear ferrimagnet whose degree of 

inversion is very sensitive to sample preparation 

route. Fig. 2(a) and 2(b) presents the unit cell of pure 

and 5% Ca doped Magnesium ferrite respectively. 

Fig. 2(c) exhibits the unit cell of 5% Ca doped in the 

polyhedrons form with tetrahedral and octahedral 

sites. In Fig. 2(a), Mg
2+

 and Fe
3+

 ions are represented 

by the blue and green colored balls respectively, 

present at both the tetrahedral (A) as well as 

octahedral [B] interstitial sites. It means that the 

prepared magnesium ferrite is partially inverse spinel 

ferrite. The ionic radii of Mg
2+

, Ca
2+

 and Fe
3+

 cations 

are 0.66 Å, 0.99 Å, 0.64 Å respectively. So, it is quite 

interesting to explore the substitution of large cation 

Ca
2+

 for Fe
3+

 in MgFe2O4. While Fig. 2(b) shows that 

Ca
2+

 ions acquire octahedral sites instead of 

tetrahedral. Ca
2+

 ions occupancy at the octahedral site 

is represented by the pink colored ball in the Fig. 2(b). 

The white color at the octahedral site reveals the 

existence of voids created by the doping of Ca
2+

 ions 

at the octahedral sites. In spinel ferrites, mostly the 

radius of ions present at octahedral site have larger 

radius than at the tetrahedral site. So smaller ions 

prefer   tetrahedral  sites. Also,  the  trivalent  ions  are  
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Fig. 1 — Rietveld refined XRD patterns for MgCaxFe2-xO4 (x = 0.0, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07). 
 

Table 1(a) — Rietveld agreement factors, lattice constant, and unit cell volume of pure and Ca doped Magnesium ferrite 

Composition RP (%) Rwp (%) Rexp. (%) 2 a=b=c (Å) V (Å3) 

MgF 5.87 5.95 5.35 1.23 8.3719 586.78 

Ca1% 5.41 5.52 5.26 1.10 8.3801 588.50 

Ca3% 5.73 5.83 5.28 1.22 8.3819 588.88 

Ca5% 4.31 4.84 4.76 1.03 8.3976 592.20 

Ca7% 5.55 5.65 5.31 1.13 8.3975 592.17 
 

  

(Contd.) 
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smaller than the divalent ions and favor the inverse 

structure
7
. The occupancy of Ca

2+
 ions with large 

ionic radius (0.99 Å) prefer the octahedral sites in the 

present substituted compositions of magnesium 

ferrite. It was reported in some studies that at low 

doping level Ca
2+

 ions acquire tetrahedral sites and at 

higher concentrations substitute at octahedral sites
21, 

38
. In the present case, Ca

2+
 ions occupy octahedral 

sites in all the compositions.  

The values of lattice parameters and X – ray 

density calculated from XRD patterns and Rietveld 

refined method for all compositions of pure and Ca 

doped magnesium ferrite are calculated and tabulated 

in Table 1(b). The values of cell parameters derived 

by Rietveld refinement shows an increase with Ca
2+

 

ions doping concentration follows Vegard’s law while 

density reduces on increasing Ca
2+

 ions concentration. 

The increase in the values of lattice parameters is 

attributed to large ionic radius of Ca
2+

 ions 

substituting the ions present at octahedral sites.  

Table 2(a) and 2(b) show the atomic coordinates, 

occupancy and multiplicity of different atoms in pure 

Mg – ferrite and 5% Ca doped Mg – ferrite 

respectively obtained from Rietveld refinement.  
 

3.1.1 Cation Distribution 

The precise spinel structural details of ferrites are 

the basis for cation distribution theories
41, 42

. The 

spinel unit cell is face-centered cubic structure having 

cations at 8a and 16d positions and anions at 32e 

positions.  

The simple oxide spinel belongs to AB2O4 

stoichiometry having A and B cations with formal 

charges desired for charge neutrality condition:  
 

QA+2QB + 4QO = 0              … (1)  
 

where QA and QB are the charges on A and B cations, 

and QO of anions (-2 for oxide spinels). In 2 – 3 and  

4 – 2 spinel lattices, A = 2 and B = 3 and A = 4 and  

B = 2 respectively. In normal spinel AB2O4 lattice,  

A cation occupies the tetrahedral site, and two B 

cations at the two equivalent octahedral sites. Barth 

and Posnjak
43

 reported first time in MgAl2O3 the 

alternative perfectly inverse distribution (B)[AB]O4 

arrangement. In all spinel lattices, the cations 

distribution fall between these two extremes i.e. from 

normal spinel to inverse spinel lattice by considering 

an additional parameter, the degree of inversion (δ) 

which is the fraction of tetrahedral sites occupied by 

 

Table 1(b) — Lattice parameters and density calculated using XRD and Rietveld method for MgCaxFe2-xO4  

(x = 0.0, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07) (Contd.) 

Composition XRD Rietveld 

Lattice parameters  

(Å) 

Density  

(gm/cm3) 

Lattice parameters  

(Å) 

Density  

(gm/cm3) 

MgF 8.3848 4.5062 8.3719 4.5238 

Ca1% 8.4108 4.4610 8.3801 4.5096 

Ca3% 8.4405 4.4071 8.3819 4.5005 

Ca5% 8.4211 4.4783 8.3976 4.4675 

Ca7% 8.4046 4.4721 8.3975 4.4828 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 — (a) Unit cell showing the partial inverse structure in pure magnesium ferrite. Mg2+ (blue colour) and Fe3+ (green colour) cations 

present at both the tetrahedral as well as octahedral sites. (b) Unit cell showing the occupation of Ca2+ ions (pink colour) at octahedral 

sites in 5% Ca2+ ions doped magnesium ferrite. (c) Unit cell of 5% Ca2+ ions doped magnesium ferrite showing tetrahedral sites (in blue 

colour) and octahedral site (in purple colour) in the form of Polyhedra. 
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B ions. δ varies between 0 and 1 for the perfect 

normal and inverse spinel structures respectively. As 

a special case (A1/3B2/3) [A2/3B4/3]O4 represents the 

completely random arrangement. 

As we know that A site is smaller than the B sites 
and are not able to accommodate available cations 
without local distortion of the sites. Thus, each A site 
expands by an equal displacement of the four 
surrounding oxygen ions, towards and along the body 
diagonal of cube, to form a tetrahedral with A – cation 
having cubic symmetry. However, six oxygen ions 
surrounding a B site are shifted in such a way that this 
oxygen octahedral shifts by the same amount, as the 
first expands. A quantitative measure of this 
displacement is the oxygen positional parameter (u), 
given by a distance between an oxygen ion and a face 
of a cube. The ideal value of this FCC parameter is u 
= 0.375. The u value for spinel ferrite ranges between 
0.375 and 0.385

16
. The average values of the 

tetrahedral (rA) and octahedral (rB) ionic radii for each 

composition have been estimated. The value of 
oxygen positional parameter (u) was also calculated in 
order to find the values of bond lengths of tetrahedral 
(RA) and octahedral (RB) sites. The different formulae 
used to calculate these parameters are taken from the 
reported literature

16
 and these values are listed in 

Table 3 (a) and 3 (b). 
 

3.2 Spectroscopic properties 
 

3.2.1 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) 

IR spectroscopy is one of extensively used  

non-destructive fast technique for materials 

characterization by the researchers to reveal the 

vibrational and structural properties of materials.  

MgFe2O4 spinel ferrite belongs to Fd3 m space  

group and its normal modes of vibrations 
44

 are  

given as:  
 

A1g(R) + Eg(R) + F1g + 3F2g(R) + 2A2u + 2Eu + 

4F1u(IR) + 2F2u                 … (1) 

Table 2(a) — Typical atomic coordinates (x, y, z) of different atoms for pure Mg – Ferrite 

Atom Chem x Y z Occupancy Multiplicity 

Mg MG 0.3750 0.3750 0.3750 0.0063 8 

Fe FE 0.3750 0.3750 0.3750 0.0354 8 

Mg MG 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0492 16 

Fe FE 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0406 16 

O O 0.2459 0.2459 0.2459 0.230 32 
 

Table 2(b) —Typical atomic coordinates (x, y, z) of different atoms for 5% Ca doped Mg – Ferrite 

Atom Chem X Y Z Occupancy Multiplicity 

Mg MG 0.3750 0.3750 0.3750 0.0192 8 

Fe FE 0.3750 0.3750 0.3750 0.0225 8 

Mg MG 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0169 16 

Fe FE 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0436 16 

Ca CA 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0053 16 

O O 0.236 0.236 0.236 0.1371 32 
 

Table 3(a) — Cation Distribution of MgCaxFe2-xO4 (x = 0.0, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07) 

Composition (x) Cation Distribution Oxygen parameter 

U 

Inversion parameter  

(δ) A – site B – site  

0.0 Mg0.006 Fe0.964 Mg0.951 Fe1.041 0.3852 0.0102 

0.01 Mg0.025 Fe0.983 Mg 0.982 Fe1.01 Ca0.0152 0.3851 0.0101 

0.03 Mg0.0195 Fe0.978 Mg 0.994 Fe1.03 Ca0.001 0.3850 0.010 

0.05 Mg0.019 Fe0.978 Mg 0.983 Fe1.038 Ca0.0053 0.38478 0.00978 

0.07 Mg0.014 Fe0.972 Mg 0.979 Fe1.037 Ca0.0136 0.38477 0.00977 
 

Table 3(b) — Values calculated for Tetrahedral (rA) and Octahedral (rB) ionic radii, Tetrahedral (RA) and Octahedral (RB) site radius 

Composition 

(x) 

rA rB Rietveld method Theoretical values  

RA RB RA RB 

0.0 0.6401 0.6495 1.872 2.059 1.9601 2.011 

0.01 0.6405 0.6525 1.901 2.046 1.9604 2.014 

0.03 0.6404 0.6500 1.816 2.095 1.9602 2.015 

0.05 0.6404 0.6506 2.02 1.989 1.9603 2.020 

0.07 0.6403 0.6520 1.92 2.042 1.9602 2.020 
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Where A1g, Eg and 3F2g are the five Raman active, 

4F1u are IR active and remaining six 2A2u, 2Eu and 

2F2u are forbidden modes. These vibrations arise from 

the motion of O ions with A – site and B – site ions in 

the spinel structure
45

. While, F1u mode results from 

asymmetric stretching vibration of oxygen anion with 

respect to A-site and B-site cations 

FTIR spectra of the MgCaxFe2-xO4 ferrite system 

(For x = 0.00, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07) are shown in  

Fig. 3 (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) respectively. The v1
 
and 

v2 transmission peaks correspond to intrinsic lattice 

vibrations of octahedral and tetrahedral bonding 

groups in the spinel structure respectively. The 

difference in frequency between the characteristic 

vibrations v1 and v2 modes is attributed to the long 

bond length of oxygen - metal ions in the tetrahedral 

groups. Using the values of v1
 
and v2, force constants 

(KT and KO) were computed.  

The force constants (K) for the tetrahedral site (KT) 

and octahedral site (KO) are calculated using the 

following relation
46 

 

𝐾 = 4𝜋2𝑐22𝑚                … (2) 
 

where ‘c’ is the velocity of light  2.99  10
10

 cm sec
-1
; 

‘’ is the vibration frequency of the tetrahedral  

and octahedral sites; ‘m’ is the reduced mass for  

the Fe
2+

 ions and the O
2-

 ions, it is found equal to  

 2.061  10
-23

 gm.  

Force constants for metal oxygen bonds present in 

tetrahedral (K
T
) and octahedral (K

O
) sites can also be 

obtained using the following relations:  
 

𝐾𝑇 = 7.62 × 𝑀𝐴 × 𝑣1
2 × 10−3               … (3) 

 

𝐾𝑂 = 10.62 ×
𝑀𝐵

2
× 𝑣2

2 × 10−3               … (4) 

 
 

Fig. 3 — FTIR spectras for MgCaxFe2-xO4 (where x = 0.00, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07). 
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Table 4 — Position of IR absorption bands (1, 2) and force 

constants for tetrahedral and octahedral (FT, FO) in case of 

MgCaxFe2-xO4 system (x = 0.0, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07) 

Content  

(x) 
1  

(cm-1) 

2  

(cm-1) 

FT x 105  

(dynes/cm) 

FO x 105  

(dynes/cm) 

0.00 617.4 418 2.788 1.278 

0.01 618.5 426.2 2.798 1.291 

0.03 620.2 432.8 2.813 1.315 

0.05 620.7 426.3 2.818 1.317 

0.07 620.9 432.3 2.820 1.319 

 

The values of v1
 
and v2

 
and KT

 
and KO are given in 

Table 4 as calculated from equation (2)
47

. 

Table 4 contains the compiled data of IR 

transmission bands peak position (1, 2) and force 

constant (KT, KO) for tetrahedral and octahedral site as 

a function of x. To study the compositional 

dependence of force constants, KT and KO are plotted 

with calcium concentration (x) as shown in Fig. 4 and 

both KT and KO increases with x. The shifting of 1 

mode towards higher frequency indicates the increase 

in ‘KT’ force constant due to the increase in strong 

bonding between the oxygen ions and metal ion  

at the A – sites. While, increase in force constant  

for octahedral site ‘KO’ with ‘x’ suggests the 

strengthening of interatomic bonding between the 

anions and B – site cations. Table 4 shows KT >KO 

which confirms the band frequency associated with 

tetrahedral sites is more than that for octahedral sites.  

IR transmission spectra of MgCaxFe2-xO4 system 

with x = 0.00, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05 and 0.07 are presented 

in Fig. 3(a – e). IR transmission bands appear due to 

the stretching vibrations of the oxygen ions linked 

cations bonds in the ferrite lattice. The partially 

inverse structure of MgFe2O4 causes broadening of 

peaks and weak inter-molecular coupling, shifts peak 

position to either higher or lower wave number with 

the change in intensity. The intensity of the IR peak 

reveals the change in electric dipole moment  

with inter-atomic distance. In Fig. 3 (a – e), IR 

transmission spectra of pure and calcium doped 

magnesium ferrite shows two major absorption bands 

below 1000 cm
-1

, common feature for all the 

ferrites
28

. The high frequency 1 band is in the range 

of 617 – 621 cm
-1

 and the lower frequency band 2 is 

in the range of 418 – 433 cm
-1

. The asymmetric 

stretching vibrations of the metal - oxygen bond 1 

mode corresponds to tetrahedral site (Td) (A – site) 

and 2 of octahedral site (Oh) (B – site) and their peak 

positions are composition dependent. The difference 

in band positions is attributed to difference in the Fe-

O distances i.e. force constants for the octahedral and 

tetrahedral complexes. It was found that the distance 

between Fe
3+

-O
2-

 ions at A – site (1.87 Å) is smaller 

than that of at the B – site (2.06 Å) which indicates 

the inverse relationship of peak position with the bond 

length. This may be due to more covalent nature of 

Fe
3+

 ions at the A – sites than at the B – sites
31

.  

The 1 peak shifts towards high frequency with 

increasing Ca
2+

 ion doping concentration. In mixed 

spinel ferrite materials, when the concentration of 

divalent metal ions increases, it brings structural 

changes due to cation distribution in the spinel crystal 

lattice and lattice vibrations
45

. 1 exhibits removal of 

degeneracy and appearance of shoulder with 

increasing calcium concentration (x) owing to 

ordering of cations
48

. The shift in 1 peak position is 

attributed to the charge imbalance at A – sites resulted 

from the shifting of oxygen ions slightly towards Ca
2+

 

ions and the distortion of Ca
2+

 - O
2-

 tetrahedron 

perturbs the Fe
3+

-O
2-

 linkages. The substitution of 

bigger size Ca
2+

 ions at Fe
3+

 ions at B – site causes 

firmness of Ca
2+

 ions at B-sites and explains the 

increase in lattice parameter value
49

. The vibrational 

peak of this mode appears at higher wavenumber due 

to decrease in Fe – O bond length
31

. The appearance 

of shoulder / splitting of 1 band shows Jahn - Teller 

distortion produced by the Fe
2+

 ions. This distortion 

causes local deformation in the spinel lattice owing to 

non – cubic component of the crystal field potential 

and splitting of 1 band
49

.  

The strong 2 mode is slightly shifted towards 

higher frequency with Ca
2+

 ions doping upto x  0.05, 

and then it remains more or less constant. This 

confirms the occupation of Ca
2+

 ions at octahedral 

 
 

Fig. 4 — Variation of force constant for tetrahedral sites and 

octahedral sites with Ca composition. 
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site
50, 51

 and the reason behind the increase in lattice 

parameter. Further, the splitting of 2 absorption band 

confirms the presence of cations of different 

characters at the same site
48

. 

In addition to these stretching vibrations, free 

adsorbed water stretching and bending transmission 

modes appear in the range from 3445 – 3450 cm
-1

 and 

1635 – 1668 cm
-1

 in these IR transmission spectra of 

these samples. 
 

3.2.2 Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) 

Electron Paramagnetic resonance (EPR) is a very 

sensitive and sophisticated non-destructive 

spectroscopic technique used for the detection of one 

or more unpaired electrons present in a material 

qualitatively and quantitatively from ppm to ppb 

level. EPR spectrum is obtained by scanning the 

magnetic field (H) range at microwave frequency (). 

The resonance field value of EPR line depends on the 

ratio of H to  and the effective gyromagnetic factor 

(g). The g – value is determined from the following 

equation: 
 

𝑔 =
ℎ𝜈

𝛽𝐻
                 … (5) 

 

where h is Planck’s constant,  is the microwave 

frequency, H (resonance field) is the magnetic field 

occurring at the maximum derivative resonance signal 

and  is the Bohr magnetron. The g-value is a 

function of the molecular motion, the spin properties 

and the symmetry of ions. The free isolated electron 

has g-value 2.0023 and this value deviates from free 

electron g-value in materials due to involvement of 

different interaction among with and within magnetic 

grains. 

The dipolar-dipolar interactions and super-

exchange interactions between the magnetic ions 

through oxygen ions are the two predominant 

interactions in ferrites which influence the g – value, 

spins concentration and the resonance peak-to-peak 

line width (Hpp) parameters. The strong dipolar-

dipolar interactions among magnetic grains results 

broad absorption signal while dominance of super-

exchange interactions produce a narrow resonance 

line signal. A broad, symmetric EPR spectrum 

recorded at ambient temperature for different Ca
2+

 

ions concentration doped MgFe2O4 ferrite are shown 

in Fig. 5. The values of various parameters such as g-

value, peak to peak line width (Hpp), relaxation time 

(τ2), spin concentration (Ns), resonance field (Hr) and 

signal intensity are calculated by analyzing the spectra 

using Lorentzian distribution function and tabulated 

in Table 5.  

The spins can dissipate their excessive energy by 

spin – lattice and spin – spin two relaxation process in 

a material. When spins are like, the magnetic 

exchange interaction causes a broadening of 

resonance lines and a narrowing of resonance lines 

results from the magnetic exchange interactions 

taking place between unlike spins. The spin lattice 

relaxation process is characterized by a time constant 

(τ1), which is a function of static magnetic field and 

depends on the rate at which microwave energy is 

absorbed and dissipated in a material. This relaxation 

time is correlated with the line width of EPR signal. 

While, in the spin – spin relaxation time (τ2) constant 

 
 

Fig. 5 — Plot showing comparison of EPR spectra of pure and  

Ca substituted magnesium ferrite at room temperature. 
 

Table 5 — Peak to peak line width (Hpp), g – value, resonance field (Hr), relaxation time (τ2) and spin concentration (Ns)  
for MgCaxFe2-xO4 (x = 0.0, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07) 

Sample Hpp g – value Hr τ2 Ns 

Pure 572.6 2.41041 2658.84 9.518 x 10-15 5.83 x 10+15 

Ca1% 822.6 2.240559 2744.86 7.1275 x 10-15 7.86 x 10+15 

Ca3% 621.0 2.26425 2807.42 9.3427 x 10-15 9.95 x 10+14 

Ca5% 951.6 2.2094 2635.38 6.2482 x 10-15 6.83 x 10+15 

Ca7% 774.2 2.1727 2909.09 7.8097 x 10-15 4.70 x 10+15 
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measures how the higher energy spin dissipates its 

excessive energy to neighbouring electron spin for its 

excitation. The value of this time constant is 

determined from the resonance line peak to peak line 

width by the following relation
52

. 
 

1

𝜏2
=

2𝜋𝑔 ∆𝐻1/2

ℎ
                … (6) 

 

ΔH1/2 = (3)
1/2

ΔHpp                … (7)

 

 

The intensity of EPR signal is correlated to the 

concentration of unpaired spins in the sample. The 

concentration of unpaired spins is determined by 

comparing the sample area under the curve to DPPH 

standard of known unpaired spins under the same 

experimental conditions and optimized parameters. 

The area under the absorption curve is a measure of 

number of spins present in a sample and its value is 

estimated by integrating the derivative curve
53

. All 

these calculated values of these parameters are listed 

in Table 5. 

These spectra show at first the increase in peak-to-

peak line width (Hpp) upto Ca 5% substituted 

magnesium ferrite analogues and then decreases in Ca 

7% doped composition. The broadening of EPR 

spectra with Ca
2+

 ions doping in pure Mg – ferrite 

arises from spin disorder (frustrations) resulting from 

antiferromagnetic interactions between the 

neighbouring spins in the magnetic grains
54

. Among 

these antiferromagnetic (dipolar) interactions, some of 

them effectively enhances the disorder in system. 

While, the shift in the resonance field value and the 

line broadening indicates the appearance of induced 

fields by exchange anisotropy in magnetic materials
55

. 

In addition to the broad dominating signal, a weak 

signal superimposed over it with g-values less than 

2.0000 for bulk materials are attributed to the oxygen 

vacancies
56

. The formation of oxygen vacancies in 

these samples is correlated with the synthesis process, 

sintering temperature and dopant concentration in the 

samples. The calculated g-values for pure magnesium 

ferrite, Ca 1% and Ca 3% composition samples are 

1.4354, 1.4340 and 1.4354 respectively. The intensity 

of this feature reduces on increasing calcium 

percentage in sample.  

The g – value of pure magnesium ferrite is 2.41041 

and the g-values for the Ca
2+

 ion substituted 

magnesium ferrite lies in the range from 2.1000 to 

2.2700 i.e. higher than from free electron g-value. 

This variation is attributed to magneto crystalline 

anisotropy and inter-particle interactions which shifts 

resonance at higher magnetic field. However the 

doping of Ca
2+

 ions in magnesium ferrite reduces the 

exchange interaction and smaller g – value
57

. The 

value of resonance field is increasing with Ca
2+

 ion 

substitution upto Ca 3%, slightly decreases in Ca 5% 

and attains maximum value in Ca 7% doped 

composition. This shift in the resonance peak position 

to higher field with Ca
2+

 ions doping concentration 

indicates increase in easy axis alignment, decrease in 

effective anisotropy and inter-particle interaction, 

which further supports broadening of line width
58

. 

EPR spectra of pure and Ca
2+

 ions substituted 

magnesium ferrite consists of broad resonance peaks 

with line width ranging from 573 G for pure 

magnesium ferrite to 952 G for Ca 5% doped 

magnesium ferrite. The higher values of Hpp and g – 

value EPR parameters in Ca
2+

 ions doped 

compositions confirms the substitution of Ca
2+

 ions at 

Fe
3+

 ions at tetrahedral as well as at octahedral sites 

and strong magnetic dipolar interactions among these 

particles. Ca
2+

 ions preferentially enter at tetrahedral 

site replacing Fe
3+

 ions for lower values of Ca
2+

 ions 

concentration whereas for higher concentration, it 

replaces Fe
3+

 ions at octahedral sites thereby 

decreasing super-exchange interactions and increasing 

magnetic dipolar interaction among these ions
38

. 

These results also support to the magnetization data 

reported in earlier work
22

 which explain that there is 

weakening of super-exchange interactions with Ca
2+

 

ions substitution as Ca
2+

 ions are entering octahedral 

sites replacing Fe
3+

 ions. In future, these samples will 

be used as sensing electrodes for chemical sensor 

application.  
 

4 Conclusions 

The pure and Ca doped MgCaxFe2-xO4 ferrites of 

composition (x = 0.00, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07) bulk 

samples structural and cations distribution details 

were derived by performing Rietveld refinement at 

recorded XRD patterns. These studies confirmed the 

partial inverse structure of the pure and Ca
2+

 ions 

doped Mg ferrite analogues. The doping of Ca
2+

 ions 

take place only at the octahedral sites. The values of 

cell parameters calculated by Rietveld refinement 

increases with calcium doping follows Vegard’s law 

while density decreases. The increase in the lattice 

parameter is attributed to large ionic radius of calcium 

ions occupying octahedral sites. The stretching 

vibrational modes of Fe
3+

– O
2 

bond in the IR 

transmittance spectra are observed at ~ 600 cm
-1

 (1) 
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of tetrahedral group and ~ 400 cm
-1

 (2) of octahedral 

group respectively. The difference in the appearance 

of peak positions at these two sites is attributed to the 

difference in the Fe
3+

– O
2-

 force constants at 

octahedral and tetrahedral sites. These peak positions 

are also composition dependent due to the variation in 

force constants by dopant ions substitution at 

octahedral sites. The splitting of 2 absorption band 

reveals the presence of cations of different characters 

on the same site. The ferromagnetic EPR spectra 

broadens with Ca
2+

 ions substitution in pure Mg – 

ferrite as evidenced from Hpp values due to the spin 

disorder (frustrations) emerging from the 

antiferromagnetic interactions between the 

neighboring spins in the magnetic grains. The strong 

magnetic dipolar interaction enhances the lattice 

disorder. EPR parameters derived from recorded 

spectra also supports our earlier reported 

magnetization studies in which we discussed the 

weakening of super-exchange interactions on Ca
2+

 

ions substitution and acquire both tetrahedral and 

octahedral sites by replacing Fe
3+

 ions. 
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